THESE ARE TO GIVE NOTICE to all Merchants and Others that have Occasion to attend the FEAST on Wednesday eu’n that they are to make their way in GOOD TIME to the Merchants Hall, being the Hall of the Most Worshipful Collectiue of VICTVALLERS & PROVENDORS of the Society of Merchant Venturers of the Great City of BRISTOL at no later than vi of the clock with all due necessitis for attending to a GREAT MEAL in suitable respectable fashion - forks wil be permitted, by the kind dispension of the MASTER of the Society. All those attending are asked to indicate their affiliation with whichever COMPANY or ORDER as seems mete by signing the register accompanying this notice, viz:

- The Honourable Company of the Starch and Loaf
- The Anciaunt Order of Vintners and Brewers
- The Poulter’s Company
- The Salters and Spice Merchants of Bristol

And IN MOST ESPECIAL would all those people dispos’d toward SHUNNING OF MEAT and the like, or those undertaking faits, penance or Lenten restrictions of a like nature, please indicate this by placing a V next to your name such that the humble Servers can provide you with suitable dishes that will offend not. Failure to do so may otherwise result in you being offered Roaste Beef or Ham or other flesh.

In addition, we ask that all such peoples make themselues known to their Companie or Order Server at the beginning of the Feast; said Servers should be recognised by the livery colours they sport in honour of the aforesaid institutions.

Should anyone wish to ascertain the dietary contents of this MOSTE EXCELLENT LIVERY DINNER, a notice detailing such will be posted on the Courtyard side of the Hall Doors prior to the Feasting hour.